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INTRODUCTION 
IDeation and Area 
story county is located in the geographic center of Iowa" as shawn 
:in Figure 1. It includes Townships 82, 83, 84 and 85 North and Ranges 
21, 22, 23 and 24 West and lies between 41° 50' and 42° J.h.t north lati-
tude and. between 9.3° 1,3' and 9.3° 42' west longitude. It is bounded on 
the north by Hamilton and Hardin counties, on the east by Marshall 
county, on the south by Polk and Jasper counties, and on the 'West by 
Boone county. 
It contains the usual sixteen congressional townsbips common to 
interior Iowa counties and covers an area or about 576 square mUes. 
Physiography and General Drainage 
T~e county is almost entirely mantled by the drift of the Des Uoines 
Lobe and possesses the topograpbical tonne typical of a young drift 
sheet. According to Fenneman and Johnson (1946), it lies within the 
western lake section of the Central Lowlands Provin.ce. 
The _topograp~ of the area is one of gentle relief) the su.r.f.'ace ns 
a gently rolling pattern of swells and swales with local flats of 
~-
considerableextent. stream dissection has exerted very little influence 
in shaping the topography, but has produced local relief of about 100 
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Figure 1. Index map of Iowa 
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~e~ (alwg the Skunk River in Y:i.l.£ord and Franklin Townships and along 
Indian Oreek in Indian Greelt Towns}l..ip). 
,.j 1'lith.the axcept10n or the areas near the main streams and their larger 
tributaries, the county has poor natural drainage. Much or the area has 
been artificially drair..ed, both by tile and ditches" to allow extensive 
agricultural practices. 
The 'Western portion or the county is drained by the Skunk River and its 
major tributaries, Kegley.s Creek, Squaw Creak, Walnut Creek" and Ballard 
~.- .---
Creek to the west and Lcng Dick Creek and Bear Creek to the east. Indian 
Creek, Olear Oreek and their tributaries drain the central and southeastern 
section, and 'Minerva Creek drains a small area in the northeastern part. 
All of these streams flaw in a southeasterly direotion across the county 
and all of them are part o£ the S1."11t1k River system except Minerva. Creek, 
which belongs to the Iowa River system. A small section in the southwestern 
corner o£ the area is dramed by the Des Moines River system. 
Previous Geolog1cal Investigations 
The occurrence of bedrock about 3 miles northwest of Ames was 
noted and referred to the St. Louis formation by White (1870, pp. 259-
260). The relationships of the surficial deposits were partly established 
. . 
by Upham (1891, pp. 298-304) and McGee (l89l, pp. 336-347). In addition, 
McGee established the presence of the major structural flexure of the 
county and named it the tlSkunk River anticlinal". He considered it to be 
one or a series of northwest-southeast trending flexures in the strata of 
Iowa..-
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Beyer (1898, pp_ 157-237) made the thst major investigation or the 
geology of story county. He made a comprehensive report on the surface 
geoloa and verified the existence or the "Skunk River anticlinal" by 
correlation of the deep wells at Nevada" lema State College" and Boone. 
Beyer considered the general trend of the flexure to be northwest-
southeast. 
The Altamont morainic system was mapped throu€'il the northern part 
of the cauntyby leverett (1932, p. 70). 
Gwynne (194o-l9U1, pp. 33Q-331) briefly discussed the ceramic 
shale and clay deposits and outlined the area believed to be underlain 
by rocks or the Des Moines series, mentioning sane of' the outcrops. His 
outline of the area underlain by these rocks corresponds very closely to 
that of Beyer. 
Gwynne (1942, pp. 200-208), by the use of aerial photographs, mapped 
the minor morainic pattern of the Mankato Lobe through the area. This 
swell and swale topography can be seen in the field and it exerts 
considerable influence on the minor drainage pattern of the county. 
Rube (l9S2, pp. 46-S6) states that the Altamont moraine" extending 
across the northwestern corner of story county, is the only representative 
of the Mankato Lobe in the county and that the rest of' the area is 
mantled by the .. cary drii't. 
Scope and Method or This Study 
'l'he purpose of the present paper is to further the investigation 
of the bedrock geology of story county, especially that of' its westem 
->-
halt' • It presents a detailed study of the location o£ bedrock exposures" 
their desCription, correlation and structure" including, also, a study 
at the relationship or the bedrock surlace to the geanorphic features. 
In order to achieve this objective, previous literature was 
searched, mann exposures 'Were studied, . and most of the creeks in the 
area wre walked to locate additional exposures. The information 
obtained frau exposures was supplemented by well borings throughout the 
county. These .11 logs, which form a part of the Iowa Geological 
Survey records" have added much information concerning the stratigraphy 
and structure of the county. 
GENERAL CEOIOGY 
With the exception of the few places where bedrock is exposed, the 
C01.U1.ty is mantled by glacial or glacio-fluvial deposits. The dr:l.ft, but 
for a .few isolated exposures, is of late Wisconsin age . and may be divided 
into two types, end moraine and ground moraine. Sands and gravels 1lllder-
lie .flood plains and terraces and occur locally as lenses and irregular 
masses in the dritt. Sane of these sands and gravels 'Were deposited by 
streams directly associated with the glaciers, and the remainder, by 
post-glacial streams 1Ibich derived the materials .from glacial deposits. 
The ground moraine sur£ace is scalloped by a discontinuous" eres-
centric pattern of swells and swales. This pattern is very distinctive 
on aerial. photographs as linear, alternat:ing light and dark .features. 
on the ground these are discontinUOUS, oriented ridges (light colored) 
and depressions (dark colored). This pattern is a cha.ra.cteristic feature 
of the entire Mankato Lobe and bas been discussed by Gwynne (1942, pp. 
200-208). 
Accord:ing to Beyer (1898 .. p. 204) there are two, possibly three, 
distinct terminal moraines in the county. The Gary moraine extends 
across the county .fran west to east through the two northern tiers of 
townships. The inner border of the Altamont moraine extends from the 
extreme southeastern corner o:f the county along a line that nearly 
parallels the story-Marshall county line. The main body of the moraine 
lies in Marshall county. These two moraines were :first named by 
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Chamberlln (1881-1882). He called the outermost one Altamont and the 
inner one Gary. Beyer used the names in this manner. However, Leverett 
(1922) qq.estioned the propriety of this nanenclature and suggested 
renaming them. He advocated calling the outer one Bemis and the inner 
one Altamont, atter the to1VIlS of Bemis and Altamont, Sooth Dakota, through 
which they pass. Kay and Graham (1940-19hl, pp. 241-242) and other 
writers have £ollowi:Jd Leverett's teminoloBY, which is now the generally 
accepted usage. 
Beyer's other morainal tract swings across the county fr~ west to 
east through the lower two tiers of townships and £Uses with the Bemis 
moraine (Altamont of Beyer) in the southeastem comer. He believed this 
moraine possessed enough indiViduality to deserve a name and tlms called 
it the Walnut Creek moraine. No other mention of the Walnut Creek moraine 
was fOlmd in the llterature. In the present work no attempt is made to 
trace this morainal tract but its course is marked only by a few isolated 
hills rising but slightly above the surrounding surface. Hills of a 
similar nature are common throughout story county. 
v The pre-Pleistocene rocks, exposed by stream dissection and quar17 
operations, belong to two systems, the Pennsylvanian and the Mississippian. 
Bedrock outcrops in the westem bali' or story county are shown on Plate 1 
and a canplete description of each exposure may be found in the appendix. 
The MiSsissippian rocks occur as isolated exposures along the Skunk River 
and its tributaries where stream dissection has cut into the northeast-
southwest trending, asyJIIOOtrical anticlinal flexure shown on Plate 2. 
The Pennsylvanian rocks are represented by outcrops along Bear and Indian 
Oreeks. However, the study of '\'mll sections shows that the Pennsylvanian 
system underlies the drift in all but a small area along the crest or the 
anticline and along Squaw Creek and the upper portion of the Skunk River 
(Plate 3). 
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MODERN AND PRE-PLEISTOOENE (1) DRADlAGE 
])ltroduction 
Plate 1, a detailed drainage map of western Story county, was 
drawn from aerial photographs loaned by the U. S. Department of Agri-
culture, Soil Conservation Service. All drainage identifiable on 
stereoscopiC pairs of photographs was mapped and then verif'ied by field 
checking. The bedrock contour map, Plate 4, prepared from outcrops and 
well logs, shows a number of pre-Pleistocene (?) drainage lines that 
correspond. very closely to the position of the present stream valleys. 
The valleys on this map shall be referred to as pre-Pleistocene (1) 
'\ since the well logs used made no differentiation in age and typo or 
drift. 
Modem Drainage 
The present drainage is characterized by two dominant trends, one 
northeast-southwest and the other nortlmest-southeast. Host of the 
minor drainage tends to follow the northeast-southwest trend, corres-
ponding very closely to the minor morajnic pattern discussed by 
~ (1942, pp. 200-208). The major streams in general have a northwest-
SOlltheast trend which is characteristic of most of the major streams in 
Iowa. Long Dick Creek, Bear Creek and a se~nt of the Skunk River, 
fram the SW. ~ sec. 32, T. 85 u., R. 23 w. to the 1m. t sec. 27, 
-1Q.. 
T. 84 H., R. 24 W., follow the northeast-southwest t~. Their course, 
however, is probably controlled by resistant dolan! te on the flank of 
the anticline (Plate 2). 
The Skunk Biver valley, in Story COl.Ulty, is readily divisible into 
two sections. The first section . extends fran the northern boundary of 
the county to the NE. ~ sec. 27, T. 84 N., R. 24 w., about 2 miles north 
of Ames. It is characterized by a narrcm noed plain, averaging approxi-
mately a quarter of a milo in width. Exposures or bedrock are camnon in 
\ 
this section.' The southem section of the valley has a broad flood 
plain, averaging about lf3 miles in 'Width. Nowhere is bedrock exposed 
along this section. 
Beyer (1898, pp. 206-209) attributed these features of the Skunk 
River to three causes: (1) the southern section represents an old pre-
Pleistocene channel, (2) the pre-Pleistocene river had greater volume, 
and (3) the upper course of the old Skunk River probably follmed the 
present Squmr Oreek channel. Present inf'onnation indicates that the 
d1:f.terences between the two sections may be attributed to the inf'luence 
of the pre-Pleistocene (?) valley. The southern section follows the old 
valley, whereas the northern section now occupies a pOSition east of the 
old valley, such that it is cut into the resistant dolanite on or near 
the crest of the anticline. 
Pre-Pleistocene (?) ~ge 
The pre-Ple1stocene (?) Squaw Greek and Skunk River valleys have a 
bedrock relief' of about 200 feet 'Whereas the present surface has 
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approx:1mately 100 feet of relief. Near Ames, where the greatest bedrock 
control is available, the pre-Pleistocene (1) valleys or both streams 
have about the same depth and width. With the present in£ormation it 1s 
impossible to say which was the master stream. 
The pre-Pleistocene (1) valley at the Skunk River has characteristics 
s'm lar to those of the present valley. The section from the northern 
boundary of the oounty to Ames is narrow and steep sided whereas the 
southam seotionbas a broad valley with gently slop1ng sides. This 1s 
probably due to the faot that the northern half was cut into the more 
resistant JJississippian rocks and most of the southern half was cut in 
the satter Pennsylvanian rocks. 
Bedrock valleys that correspond in position to the valleys or other 
modem streams, such as Kegley's Creek" Bear Creek, East Indian creek and 
Clear Creek, are also shown on Plate 4. In the Ames area (Plate 5) where 
control is best, the influence of the pre-Pleistocene (1) bedroc;k is 
quite evident an even the modem smaller st~ams.. Thus it would seem 
that many of the modem streams correspond in position to pre-Pleistocene 
(1) valleys. 
Whether this sjroi) anty in position is actually caused by bedrock 
control or is due to some other control will have to be deteIm1ned by 
more detailed investigation. 
STRATIGRAPHI 
Introduction 
In Sto17 cotmty the glacial drift rests directly upon both Pennsyl-
vanian and W,ssissippian rocks. The Pennsylvanian, as nem known fran out-
crops and well borings, is limited to the Che~kee group_ (The Mississip-
Pian rocks known to underlie the dr:l.t"t are assigned to the follcm1ng 
formations I in descending order, the St. Louis" Warsaw" Keokuk, Gilmore 
City and Hampton.) Although it is highly probable that the Burlington, 
stratigraphically between the Keokuk and the Gilmore City" also underlies 
the dr:lft, no evidence of it has as yet been found. The st. Louis and 
the Warsaw are the only exposed Mississippian fonnations. 
In the only previous study or the indurated rocks of this area, 
Beyer (1898, pp. 182-195) recognized the two systems, Pennsylvanian and 
Mississippian. His l'IOrk deals 'With but a small percentage of the 0ut.-
crops located in the present investigation. He shows approximately 35 
feet of exposed Mississippian rock whereas the present work shows 76.$ 
feet. Beyer did not mention the massive Pennsylvanian sandstone UIlit 
exposed along Bear Creek (Figure 2) and he placed all the exposed 
14ississippian rock in the st. Louis formation, Whereas sane are nOl'{ 
known to be Warsaw. 
In all the literature on this area only seven outcrops are described. 
Although the present investigation of the bedrock exposures was limited to 
the western half of Story county" a total of twenty-three outcrops or 
~ 2. IlUsive Pennlylvanian 8&Dd.atone UD1t ~ 
on the lett bank of Be&l"Oreek (W., t SIr. it .,. 8S 
1., B. 23 w. ). 
bedrock were located, described and correlated. Plate 6 shows the corre-
lation of six selected exposures, giving the canplete stratigraphic 
range of the exposed Mississippian· and the lowennost Pennsylvanian. 
Pennsylvanian 
The rocks o£. the Pennsylvanian eystem are here assigned to the 
---_ ... -
Cherokee group. The maximum known thicImeas of the group in this area 
occurs near Nevada in the central part of the county. The log o£ the 
Howard Richardson 11811 in the NW. t!fi. i SE. i &!Iec. 36, T. 84 H., R. 23 
W., shaml a thickness of 23S feet. The Cherokee group is of approxlmately 
the same thickness in three other 'llells in this vicinity. 
The contact o£ the st. Louis f.omation and the Cherokee group is 
exposed along Bear Creek. In the following ccmposite section, exposed 
from the southeast comer of' section 29 to the southwest co~r at 
section 22, '1'. as N., R~ 23 w., bed number one (dolanite) is the top of 
the st. Louis. 
6. Dr:1ft. 
S. Llmestone, gray, fine-grained, porous, massive) 
contaiidng abundant pyrite crystals, bottom 
contact irregular and gradational1d.th shale 
feet 
belOll ••••••••••• ~ ••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••• '.......... 2.0 
4. Shale" gray-green, blocky) very calcareous, calcite 
nodules becaning abundant near toP} cmtaining 
Pennsylvanian conodonts) upper contact irregular 
and gradational................................... 2.2S 
3. LiJnestone, gray, dense, glauconitic, upper layer 
dense with a 3 inch band of dense, gray chert 
in center; lower layer sandy, grading lateral.ly 
into calcareous sandstone......................... O.7S 
2. Sandstone, white to buff, fine-grained, friable, 
well-sorted, grains rounded to subangular; 
cross bedding locally pran1nent J locally 
containing lenses of' nconglaneratictl chert 
near t~ •••••••••••.•••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 18.0 
1. Dolardte" burf to light gray, fine-grained With 
occasional calcite rhambs ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.S 
The ,boundary' between thellississippian (St. Louis f'omation) and the 
Pennsylvanian (Cherokee group) cannot be accurately determined' due to the 
, . . 
lack of fossils.' Pennsylvanian conodonts do occur, however, in the shale 
of bed number four. Lithologically the sandstone appears to be closely 
. .- -. .-.. " ~.--., .--.... ,. . '.' ~.-
related to other Pennsylvanian sandstones known in this region. A 
.... " 
nconglaneratic" chert zone occurs between the ~derly1ng dolanite and 
this sandstone 'Illlit in the section exposed about one mile downstream in 
the NW. i SE. t sec. 32" 'l. as H., R. 23 W. The massive sandstone unit 
fills an old solution cavity in the underlying St. LoUis formation in an 
old quarry located on the right bank of' the Skunk River in the SW. i sw. 
t sec. 13, f. 8h N., R. 24 w. (Figure 3). F~_these reasons this sand-
stone was placed in the Pennsylvanian system. 
In the 'Western half' of story county there are also two isolated 
exposures of the Cherokee group whose relationship to the other Cherokee 
exposures cannot be accurately detennined. The first, located in the big 
bend of the Skunk River southeast at story City in the NE. i NE. i SE. i 
seo. 13, T. as N., R. 24 W., exposes approximately 4 feet of rg:ay to black 
shale. The other, along Indian Creek in the pit or the brick and tile 
plant just west of Nevada in the SW. i SE. 1 sec. 1, 'l. 83 H., R. 23 W., 
exposes about 39 feet of variegated and gray shales. 
Mississippian 
{The Mississippian rooks are exposed where stream erosion bas cut 
into the northeast-southwest trending anticline shawn on Plate 2. A 
~ 3. Perm871~ eandnone. urd.t t1l.l.ing a 
aol'i1t1cm CA\'1ty in tbe St. Lou1a to ..... t1on 
(lI18s1saippian) in an old qUa!T,Y on the right 
bank of the Sktmk River (SIr. ~SIJ. i Me. 13. 
f. 84 I., R. 2h W.). 
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correlation at selected exposures (Plate 6) gives the total thiclmess of 
the exposed Mississippian rocks as 76.5 teet. The exposed Mississippian 
rocks are here assigned to two formations, in descending order, the 
.~, --" 
st. Louis and the Warsaw. ) The oldest formation directly underl-ying the 
till is the Hampton, found in the Joe Taylor well in the SW. i NE. i NE. 
:i seo. 33, T. 84 H., R. 24 W., and in the Iowa. St.<lte College deep well 
in the NE. t NE. ;. sw. i sec. 4, T. 83 N., R. 24 W. As there is no 
continuous exposure of the canplete ltississippian section, a canposite 
section 1'IaS compiled from the selected exposures on Plate 6. 
Canposite Section of the St. Louis Fomation 
Total Thickness Exposed--28.0 to 29.0 Feet 
6. Dolomite .. buft .. fine-grained, heavy-bedded, 
concretions cammon) a 1 foot bed 1.5 feet 
below top is resistant and locally cherty; 
feet 
upper surface irregular and weathered............... 7.5 
5. Dolcm1te, li~t gray to Wf, fine-grained, 
dense, conchoidal fracture, fossiliferous........... 0.75 
4. Dolomite" buff to brarm, fine-grained, massive, 
locally glauconitic; containing a few chert 
concretions......................................... 2.0 
3. Dolomite and shale (interbedded); dolomite, 
gray-brown, medium-grained, conta:m:mg calcite 
veinlets; shale, brown, calcareous, fissile......... 1.0 
2. Dolan!te, brovm, fine to medium-grained, massive! 
containing a few chert concretions. 
Recrystallization along joints forms veins of 
dense, gray dolomite. These veins fom dike-
like ridges on weathered sur.f'ace. tovrer contact irregular........................................... lO.7S 
1. Sandstone, light green, fine-grained, friable" 
with dolomitic lenses becaning more praninent 
near t~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6.0 to 7.0 
I'1gure 4. An ~ at the st. toui8 tomatlon (If. t Sfl. t sec. 6, T. 84 H., R. 24 W.) sb.mr.lng the 
ci:1ke-like ri.dgea tonnecl by dense, ~ay dolaD1te 
vew. These ve1na are cbaracter1st:lc of the 
lower 10 teet at the it. lJ)u18 dolad:te. 
21. 
20. 
19. 
18. 
16. 
15. 
14. 
12. 
11. 
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Composite Section or the Warsaw Formation 
Total Thickness Exposed--48.82 to 50.82 Feet 
Shale, blue-gray to green, sUty, blocky, dolan1ticJ 
conWning large irregular, granular, nodular 
masses ot chert intennixed with ca1cite. In places 
it contains lenses of dolomite and locally the 
lower portion grades laterally into argillaceous 
dolomite. The shale is locally separated from 
over~g sandstone by a lens or brown to buff, 
teet 
medium-grained dolomite............................. 5.0 
Dolomite, buft to brawn, tine to medium-grained, 
heavy-bedded; lens of gray shale 1.1 feet above 
base; upper 3 feet siliceous nth nodular, 
irregular, granular masses of chert and caloite..... 5.5 
Shale, blue-gray, blocky, silty, finely 
disseminated pyrite present. The bottan 1 foot 
grades laterally into grgy to burf, earthy, 
~tic dolomite. Dolomite lenses locally 
present in rest of shale............................ 3.25 
Dolomite, burt to gray, fine to medium-
grained; argillaoeous, locally oherty............... 2.0 
Do1an1te, brown, fine-grained; 'With masses of 
dalk brown ohert and caloite nodules; looaJ.ly 
argillaoeous; two beds or dark brown, brecoiated-
appearing, siliceous dolomite, one at base and 
the other 2S teet above base; dolanite grades 
laterally into shale ••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••• 4.0 
Shale, brown to dark gray, blooky, with silioeous 
dolomite cmoretions throughout J two 3 inch beds 
or. brawn, siliceous, dense dolomite, one near 
middle and the other near top....................... 2.0 
Dolomite, dark gray, fine to medium-grained; 
upper half fir.m and locally siliceous............... 2.15 
Shale, blue-gray, blocky, pyritic) top 4 
inches dolomitio and locally siliceous.............. 1.7S 
Dolani te, burf to brown, medium to fine-grainedJ 
lower 2 feet arg:i.llaceous) top 1 toot resistant, 
saccbaroidal dolomite containing crinoid stems" 
fish teeth and brachiopods J locally capped with 
lens of buff dolomitic chert •••••••••••••••••••••••• 3.0 to 3.$ 
Chert, dark brawn, very dense, upper surface 
irregUlar ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o.s 
Dolomite, brown, fine-grained, firm, with dark 
brawn" nodular chart •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.0 
Chert, clear" granular nodules and irregular masses 
mixed lIith caloite; pyritic; bed-like but probably 
masses in brown, fine-grained dolomite. It 
pinches and swells •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l.O to 1.75 
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10. Do1an1te, brawn, tine-grained, firm; containing 
irregular nodules of granular, chalcedonic 
chert ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
teet 
9. Chert, dark brown, mottled, appearing brecciated 
in places. It has a 1 inch la:yer or brawn, 
fine-grained dolomite on top and bottom ••••••••••••• 0.5 to 0.75 
8. Dolanite, gray to brawn, tine-grained, pyritic; lIith 
a few chert nodules................................. 0.75 
7. Shale, blue-gray to buff', blocky, sUty, pyritic; 
dolomite lens 1 foot above base; a band ot 
granular chert nodules 2 feet above base 
. locally underlain by a lens or dolanite ••••••••••••• 3.0 to 3.5 
6. Dolanite, gray-brown, medium-grained; lower 5 
inches resistant, upper 5 inches nodular, 
argillaceous; containing fish teeth and algae.... ••• 0.82 
S. Dolanite, buff, fine-grained, earthy; containing 
lenses of' coarser-grained, more resistant dolomite; 
cH.scontinuous chert bed 2 feet above base • The 
bottom 8 inches grades into shale laterally......... 3.0 
h. Dolan1te, brown, fine-grained, very shaly. on 
weathering it gives the appearance of shale. 
Upper and lower contacts irregular.................. 1.0 
3. Dolan1te, buff, fine-grained, argillaceous, 
massive; discontinuous band of dense, chalcedonic 
chert 1.5 feet above base. Uasses of calcite 
appear in and around ohert zone..................... 2.35 
2. Shale, blue-gray, blocky, pyritic; with selenite 
along the partings; containing brachiopods 
and algae (1)....................................... S.O 
1. Do1anite, blue-gray, medium-grained, pyritic.......... 0.5 
Areal Distribution 
The areal distribution or the Pennsylvanian and llississippian rocks 
can be seen on Plate 3. The map is very generalized due to the 1a.ck of 
sufficient detailed information; however, enough information has been 
gained to necessitate a revision of Beyerts interpretation (1898, p. 238). 
Canparison of Beyer's map 'With the map of' this study shows the 
following modif'ications. Beyer's map shows the st. Louis as the 
oldest fom.ation exposed across the anticline. Present information 
indicates that the st. IDuis is not continuous across the structure, 
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but has been breached by erosion so that older Mississippian formations 
are exposed along the crest. In addition, isolated exposures of Pennsyl-
vanian sed1ments along the crest and margins of' the structure aanewhat 
modi:ry the configuration or the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian contact 
near the anticline. 
The older W.ssiasippiSn .formations are known .fran several wells and 
exposures. The Iowa State College deep well, located on the campus, and 
the Joe Taylor well, located in SW. i NE. i NE. i sec. 33, T. 84 N.) R. 
24 w., penetrate the Hampton formation directly under the drift. Wells 
at story Oity and at Roland show the dr:1.:f't over1y.ing the Keokuk .formation. 
At "Soper's Mill", in the S. i SEe ;. sec. 6, T. 84 N., R. 23 W., the 
Warsaw .formation underlies the drift (Figure 5). 

STRUCTURE 
Introduction 
The existence' of a structural flexure in Story county was first 
established by McGee (1891. p. 3lU.) to explain the outcrops of Mississip.-
pian rocks exposed in the Skunk River near Ames. He considered it to be 
one of' a series of northrtest-southeast trending antic1:1no.1 flexures in 
the strata of' Iowa and named it the "Skunk River Anticlinal". 
Beyer (1898, pp. 215-216) ver:lfied the existence of this .flmrure by 
stu~g the strata penetrated by the deep wells at Nevada, Iowa state 
College, and Boone. He likew:Lse interpreted th~ anticline to have a 
northwest-southeast trend with a clip of about 35 teet and 2l feet per 
mile for the southwest and northeast limbs, respectively. 
Although McGee mxl BOyer recognized the existence of the anticlinal 
told, more detailed information gained in studying additional bedrock 
exposures and \'Zell logs during this investigation necessitates a revision 
of their ideas. 
Trend and ~ at Folding 
A structure contour map drawn on the base of the St. Louis tormation 
(Plate 2) shows a northeast-soutlmest trending anticline. The eastern 
limb of' the anticline has the steeper dip,,. in contrast to Beyer's inter-
pretation, which shows the soutb:western limb to have the steeper dip. 
The axis of this fold extends fran the northwest corner of T. 63 N." R. 
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24 W., trending about N. 590 E., to the southDast comer of T. 84 If., R. 24 
W., thence n. ::n0 E. to the Hamilton county line near the northeast corner 
01' T. 8$ lI., R. 23 w. Thus it ___ extends a distance 01' approximately 20 miles 
across the northwestern part. at the county. Ames and Roland are located on 
its crest. 
The crest of the anliicline is marked by three domal highs with 1ntel'-
velling saddles. For convenience these 'Will be referred to, in this report, 
as .Ames high, the Soper's UUl high, and the Roland high" named fran south-
west to northeast. 
On the Ames high, the Hampton formation underlies the dr:1£t at an ele-
vation of 635 feet in the Iowa state Oollege deep well. The base of the st. 
Louis, as restored by correlation of the College Tlell record, as taken fran 
Beyer (1898, pp. 17h-176), with the deep wells at llevada, would rise to an 
elevation of 1,055 feet. The.Ames high has a maximum closure of 200 feet. 
Dimensions of this closure are about 4t miles by 2 miles. one 11mb of this 
high has a norlih-northwest dip of about 75 feet per mile and the other has a 
south-southeast dip of approximately 220 Eeet per mUe. 
The middle, or Soper's Mill, high is elongated N. 310 E. It has a 
max!mum closure of 150 feet and is about 5 miles by li miles. The 
nortlmest and southeast limbs of this high have, respectively, dips of 
approximately 55 feet and 100 feet per mUe. 
The Roland high trends N. ,310 E. fran about 1~ mUes soutlmest or 
Roland to the northern boundary of the county, a distance of about 5 
miles. The beds have a northwest dip of 35 feet per mile and a south-
east dip of 90 feet per mile. 
Yost of tho anticline, . ..is .. probably llmi ted to Story county. The 
!'olding appears to be dyjng out northward and probably only a. minor part 
is located in Hamilton county. The fact that the Ames high shows the 
greatest amount of folding and that there appears to have been a small 
disturbance in the vicinity of Madrid (Boone county) suggests the 
extension of the anticlme soutlmastward into Boone county. 
other than the. anticlinal !'lexure, .four lesser structural £eatures 
are shown on Plate 2. A broad, gentle high extends from the eastern 
edge or the county toward the center. In the southern portion of the 
area. there is a gentle, south-plunging synclinal flexure. A small basin 
and a local higll are indicated in T. 83 u., R. 24 w. and trend N. 450 E. 
T:ime or Deformation 
There are insufficient data, at present, to establish definitely 
the time o£ deformation in story county. The evidence, however, appears 
to indicate two periods or movement. 
In the Roland city \leU, in the &W. i sw. i sec. 14, T. 85 H., R. 
23 W., Pennsylvanian shale rests directly on the Wal."S8.1r formation. This 
well, located on the crest of the anticline ~ is the only place in the 
county where the Pennsylvanian system is known to overlie a formation 
older than the st. Louis. The Pennsylvanian sandstone unit, in the 
NW. i SE. i sec. 32, T. 85 N., R. 23 W., is separated from the underlying 
st. Louis £ormation by a "conglomeratic" chert zone. A Pennsylvanian 
sandstone rills a solution cavity in the St. Louis formation in an old 
quarry on the right bank of the Skunk River in the sw. i sw. ! sec. 13, 
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T. 84 !~., R. 2L. w. These facts seem sufficient to establish an interval 
of erosion following Uississippian deposition and before Pennsylvanian 
deposition. 
Whether this post-ttLssissippian erosion interval. is the result of 
flexing of the anticline is difficult to establish) however, I am unable 
to identify any Pennsylvanian unit of' the Nevada well as extending over 
the flexure. The inability to tmce a Pennsylvanian unit across the 
flexure suggests a local control o£ Pennsylvanian sedimentation. The 
disconfoxmity separating Mississippian and Pennsylvanian as well as the 
character of' the Pennsylvanian sediments suggests late )!ississippian 
flexing which may have extended into the Pemsylvanian. 
An earlier movement is indicated fran a comparison of' the Iowa state 
College and the Nevada deep wells. The elevation or the top or the st. 
Peter sandstone (Ordovician) is -490' feet in the College well and -867 
feet in. the Nevada well. Thus, in the College well this sandstone 1s 
377 feet higher than in the Nevada 'froll. By canparison, the base or 
the St. Louis is only 332' feet higher than its equivalent in the Nevada 
well (723 feet elevation at Nevada, l,~5 feet elevation at the College). 
This difference in thiclmess or the interval between the top or the St. 
Peter and the base of the St. Louis suggests the absence or thinning of 
intervening units on the structure. Either of these l'1Ould require 
structural movements between the Ordovician and the Mississippian 
periods. Available data do not indicate that any unit is missing nor 
do they pemit analysis of'thinning. 
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This is an investigation or the bedrock geology of story county 'With 
special emphasis on the stratigraphy, structure and drainage. Information 
was obtained fran the bedrock exposures in the western half of the county 
and well bor.ings throughout the county ~ A detailed drainage map or 
western story county was prepared fran aerial photographs. 
The indurated rocks underlying the drift of the Des Moines Lobe 
belong to the two systems, Pennsylvanian and 1!ississippian" The outcrops 
of the Pennsylvanian are limited to a fmr isolated exposures. However, 
data obtained fran well logs indicate that it underlies the drift in all 
but a small area along the crest of.' the northeast-southwest trending 
anticline extending across the northwest corner of.' the county. The 
Pennsylvanian rocks are assigned to the Cherokee group. The lIississippian 
rocks lmcmn to underlie the drift are assigned to the follcm:ing formationss 
in descending order, the st. Louis" Warsa'W, Keokuk, Gilmore City and 
Hampton. Although it is highly probable that the Burlington, strati-
graphically between the Keokuk and the Gilmore City, also underlies the 
drift" no evidence of it has as yet been found. The st. Louis and the 
'WarsmT are the only exposed Mississippian formations. They outcrop in 
northwestern story county mere the Skunk River and its tributaries have 
cut into the anticlinal flexure. 
The major structure is a northeast-southwest trending, asymmetrical 
anticline, with the steeper dip to the east. Within story county it 
extends from the Boetle county line" in the nortlmest comer of T" 83 N." 
R. 24 W., to the Hamilton county line near the northeast corner of T. 
8S N." R. 23 W. Its crest is marked by three highs With intervening 
saddles. Present evidence seems to indicate two periods or movement, 
the first" post-Mississippian-pre-Pennsylvanian, and the other, at an 
earlier date. 
The pre-Pleistocene (1) drainage lines appear to have exerted 
considerable influence on the location o£ many of the modem streams. 
The pre-Pleistocene (1) and the present Skunk River valley within the 
county are remarkably s:iDIiJarJ however, the northem portion of the 
modern stream has been displaced to the east. Most of the minor 
drainage lines are closely related to the northeast-southwest trenci1ng 
minor moraines. 
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SU~..srIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
During the field investigation oonnected with this work, various 
features :were observed l'Ihioh, due to time limitations, could not be 
adequately examined. A solutioo or the prcblema lfhioh they present would 
lead to a better understanding or the Geological history or the oounty. 
A un:1.que area in the northweste11l part or Story county is the St017 
City flat. This is a broad.. tu;t-covered, poorly drained region 
containing artesian wells. Detailed study of this area should be under-
taken to dete:nnina its origin, as 'Well as the relationship of its 
boundary to the contact of the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian rock systems. 
The source of the artesian water needs also to be explained and 'Whether 
or not it is related to the looal pockets or lenses or sand and gravel 
within the till exposed along the Skunk River. 
Although no eskers haw ever been reported in this area, there is a 
curious esker-like ridge entering the oounty near the center of T. 85 N ... 
R. 23 W., and extending southeast past Roland. This ridge is assooiated 
Tdth a broad, gentle valley l'Ihioh" when traced southeastward, appears to 
branch into three parts. Investigation by borings should be made to 
ascertain the exact nature or this ridge and its relationship to the 
Pleistocene drainage. 
Another problem to be studied concerns the sand and gravel deposits 
that· occur on the southwestern. £lank of many or the praninent northwest-
southeast trending ridges in the ground moraine. Where seen, this sand 
graded fran coarser at the base to finer at the top. These deposits 
should be examined to establish the control of their location and whether 
they are of water or wjnd origin. 
A study of the minor morainic pattern as discussed by Gwynne (1942, 
pp. 200-208) suggests an examination to determine the original reliet 
of these features. A series of borings made along the ridges and 1roughs 
should give an accurate check on the amount of modification of the 
reliet by colluviation. 
An analysis should be made of the loess, or loess-like" deposits 
within the county. Same of these appear to have an alluvial section 
over them while others are overlain by dr1f't. A study should be made to 
locate more of these deposits and to -establish their age and origin. 
An investigation of the bedrock geology in Boone and Hamilton 
counties should be made in order to detennine the extent of the nSktmk 
River" anticline. This work would also help to ascertain a more exact 
age of flexing. 
The abundant siliceous deposits in the Mississippian rocks of this 
area, especially in the Warsaw formation, present another field for 
addi. t10nal study. Some of these deposits are dense and dark, 'While 
others are nodular, granular, and chalcedonic. The latter contain a 
variety of m:inerals, such as calCite, pyrite, marcasite, sphalerite, 
etc. Most of these deposits appear to be secmdary accumulations; 
har1ever, a detaUed mineralogical examjnation of these rocks should 
give a better understanding of their composition, and of the conditions 
under which they were formed. 
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APPENDIX I DESCRIPrIONS OF BEDROCK EXPOSURES 
SECTION EXFOSED AroNG ONION CREEK IN THE 
sw. i NE. i SEC. 32, T. 84 N., R. 24 w. \ . . 
7. Dr:Lf't. 
lAississippian system 
6. Dolomite, buff, tine-grained, earthy, heavy-bedded 
to massive; containing scattered chert and 
calcite nodules that become more numerous toward 
top, top 1 toot rubbly and badly weathered ••••••••••• 
5. Dolomite, light gray to buff, tine-grained, very 
dense, sublithograpbic; containing tenestelloid 
bryozoans •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. Dolanite, brmm to buff, tine-grained, firm, slightly 
POTOUS; containing calcite rhombs and veins •••••••••• 
3. Dolomite and shale, interbedded; dolanita, light gray, 
fine-grained, dense; shale, gray-brown, tissile to 
blocky. This unit contains many tcnestelloid 
bryozoans •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. Dolomite, brown, medium to fine-grained. Recrystalli-
zation along joints torms veins or dense, gray 
dolomite. Lower 4 feet dense, film, With occasional 
chert and calcite nodules; middle 4 feet fine-grained, 
firm, resistant. Top 2 feet contains resistant 
nodular fraf§OOnts of gray dolanite that stand out on 
~athering ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1. Sandstone, light green to buff, fine-grained, well-
sorted; containing dolomitic lenses near top; 6 to 
6 inch bed of medium to coarse-grained, pyritic, 
brorm dolanite 5.5 feet below top ••• · ••••••••• exposed 
total thickness exposed ••••••• 
.teet 
6.0 
0.65 
1.75 
2.$ 
10.0 
SECTION EXPOSED ALONG A SMALL STREAM ON THE OISON PROPERTY 
m THE N. i sw. i- SEC. 25, T. 84 N., R. 24 w. 
18. Drift. 
Mississippian system 
17. Doloodte, buff, fine-grained, medium to heavy-beddedJ top 
1.5 teet weathered to £lar~ rUbble................... 4.5 
16. 
lh. 
12. 
11. 
10. 
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Dolanite" gray to buff, f:i.ne-grained, dense; containing 
fenestelloid bryozoa, syringoporid corals" Lingula spa 
and Spirifer keokuk ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dolan1te, brown to gray" fine to medium-grained, heavy-
bedded; containing a fEtfl chert and calcite concretions •• 
Dolanite and shale, interbedded; dolomite; brown, fine-
grained, with calcite veins) shale" gray-brawn, 
fissile, oalcareous ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Doloorl.te, brown, fine to medium-grained, massive. 
Recrystallization along joints foms veins of dense, 
gray dolanite. These veins form dike-like ridges on 
weathered surface. Upper 2 feet contains dark gray, 
concretianarymasses of dense dolomite •••••••••••••••••• 
Sandstone, light green, very fine-grained, well-sorted 
friable; containing dolan:i.tic lenses especially near 
tOll ... •• ••• •••••••• •• •••• •• •• ••• ••• •• ••••••••••• •• ••••• •• Shale, blue-gray, calcareous, glauconitic J containing 
large, irregular, granular masses of chen containing 
calcite. The exposure is very pO'Ol" and it is difficult 
to determine the top or this unit ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dolomite, gray to brown, fine to medium-gra1nedJ 
containing brecciated appearing, irregular, granular 
masses or gray to clear chert containing calcite. 
Upper 1 foot almost a bed of granular chert. Upper 
surface rough and irTegular ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
9. Chert, brown, dense, mixed with dolomite. This bed 
pin.ches 8lld swells ••••••• lit ' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
8. Dolanite, dark gray to brown, medium to fine-grained, 
slightly porous ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
7. Shale" blue-gray, blooky, calcareous, glauccnitic near 
tOJlJ top oS foot grades laterally into a light gray, 
glauconitic, fine-grained dolomite •••••••••••••••••••••• 
6. Dolomite" gray to brawn, breCciated, very siliceous ••••••• 
5. Shale" blue-gray, blockY, calcareous, glauconitic, 
containing Lingula; 4 inch bed of brown, medium-
grained dolomite 3 feet above base •••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. Dolan1te, brown, medium-grained; lower part irregular 
and containing irregular nodules of chert; upper bed 
haro, s:i.li.ceous ••••••• · •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3. Shale, blue-gray, blocky" dolomitic ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. Dolcmrl.te, bronn, medium-grained" porousJ omtaining 
small nodules of dark brown chert •• " ••••••••••••••••••••• 
1. Shale, blue-gray, Silty, blocky •••••••••••••••••••• exposed 
total thickness exposed ••••••• 
feet 
1.0 
2.0 
1.0 
10.S 
6.5 
s.O 
2.$ 
0.65 
1.2$ 
0.6S 
S.o 
1.0 
0.7$ 
0.6$ 
0.82 
44.57 
SECTION EXPOSED m COOK'S QUARRY 
m THE BW. * sw. ~ NN. i sm. 24, T. 84 H., R. 24 w. 
8. Dr:lft. feet 
Pennsylvanian systen 
7. Sandstone, white to bufr, £:ine-grained, well-sorted, clean, 
grains subangular to subroundedJ top 3 inches shows 
secondary enrichment of calcite £rcm drift above......... 4.0 
U:1.ssissippian system 
6. Dolomite, buff to brawn; £ine to medium-grained, heavy-
bedded, beccming flaggy near top, containing chert 
nodules especially near top.............................. 8.0 
5. Dolomite, gray-brcmn, f::1n.e-grainedJ dense, containing 
fenestel1a1d bryozoa..................................... 1.0 
4. Dolanite, buff, f1ne-gra:J.nedJ containing a few calcite 
rhombs and cbertnodules................................. 2.0 
3. Dolomite and shale, interbedded; dolan1te, gray, 
medium-grained; shale" brown, fissile •••••••••••••••••••• 0.' to 0.7!> 
2. Dolomite, brown to gray, fine to medium-grained" 
massive, with a few chert; nodules J recrystallization 
common along joms........................................ 1l.0 
1. Sandstone, light green" calcareous, very fine-grained, 
wall-sarted ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• exposed o.s 
total thiclmess exposed •••••• 27.0 to 27.25 
3. Drift. 
SECTION EXPOSED ArDNO A SMALL STREAM m THE 
NE. * SEC. 24, T. 84 II., R. 24 w. 
MiSsissippian system 
2. Dolanite and shale, interbedded; dolanite, brawn,· 
medium-grained, with calciteveins, shale, brawn, 
feet 
fissile, calcareous...................................... 1.0 
1. Dolanite, brawn to buff, £ine to medium-grained} 
upper 2 feet contains gray, resistant dolanite nodules 
that starxl out on vreathering. Recrystalli.zation 
along joints forms veins of dense, gray dolanite. 
These veins form dike-like ridges on weathered 
sur.£ace •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• exposed 10.0 
total. thickness exposed.... ••• 11.0 
SECTION EXPOSED AIDNG THE SKUNK RIVER 
AT THE OID HANIKlI'S YILt srm 
IN THE SW. i lfi. i Sif. 1 SEC. 23, T. 84 N., R. 24 w. 
4. Soil. 
ltlssissippian system 
3. Dolcmlite, buff to gray, medium to heavy-bedded, 
containing scattered cbert nodules and dense lime-
stone concretions. When weathered the dolomite turns 
teet 
a yellow burf and contains a.bundant dendrites...... ••••• 8.2 
2. Shale" brown, fiSsile, dolomitic, exposure poor and 
thickness difficult to deter.mine........................ 0.4 
1. Dolanite" gray, medium-grained, massive to heavy--
bedded} breaks into flaggy fra.gments on weathering, 
recrystallized lenses and nodul.es, especially in 
upper 2 £eet ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• exposed 3.0 
total thickness exposed.... ••• 11.6 
SECTIon EXPOSED AmUG THE RIOO BANK OF THE SKUNK RJ.Vm 
IN THE llE. i NE. t SiV • .; SEC. 23, T. 84 N., R. 24 w. 
2. Drift and river sut. 
KLssiss1ppian systEm 
1. Dolomite, buff, fine-grained, massive} containing 
feet 
scattered calcite rhambs •••••••••••••••••••••••••• exposed 4.2S 
SECTION EXPOSED AIDNG THE EDGE OF A TERRACE 
ON THE RIGHT BANK OF THE SKUNK RIVER 
m THE SE. i NVI. * SEC. 23, T. 84 N., R. 24 w. 
2. 8011 
Uississippian system 
1. DolCJIdte, gray butt, tine-grained, heavy-
feet 
bedded ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~osed 3.0 
f 
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SECTION EXPOSED TIl AU OLD QUARRY ON THE RIOO BAliK OF 
THE SKUNK RIVER m '!HE SW. ~ sw. i SEC. 13; T. 84 N., R. 24 w. 
feet 
6. Dr:i£t. 
Pennsylvanian system 
5. Sandstone; yelloW-green, f:lne-gra1ned, well-sorted" 
friable. In one place this sandstone fills a 
solution cavity, lS feet deep and 3 feet across, in 
the underlying st. Louis dolomite •••••••••••••••••••••••• 5.o to 6.0 
ltississippian system 
4. Dolomite, buff, fine-gra.ined" massive to heavy-
bedded, containing scattered chert nodules that 
becane more praninent near top. Near top, a bed 
1.5 feci; thick is very :resistant and locally contains 
abundant chert nodules. Top weathered and irregular •••• 
3. Dolan1te, light gray to buff, fine-grained, ver:! 
1.0 dense; containing fenestelloid bryozoans •••••••••••••••• 
2. no1anite and shale, interbedded, irregular; do1an1te, 
gray" fine-grainedJ shale, gray-brawn, calcareous, 
tissile •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• •• O.s to 1.0 
1. Dolomite, brown, fine to medium-grained, massive, 
:resistant J containing scattered ca.lcite rhcmbs and 
chert nodules J seems to' have sane recrystallization 
along fractures ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• exposed 4.0 
total thickness exposed ••••••• 18.0 to 19.5 
BmTIOlI EXPOSED AroNG TWO FOW.8 OF A SMAlL STREAlI 
m THE 1m. i NW. t SEC. 18, T. 84 N., R. 2.3 w. 
22. Dr.ift. 
Mississippian system 
21. Sandstone, light green, very fine-grained, well-
sorted, friable; containing dolomitic stringers •••••••• 
20. Shale, blue-gray to green" Silty, blooky, calcareousr 
containing irregular masses and nodules of gramtlar, 
hac~, clear to blue chert mixed 'With calCite, 
locally has 4 to 7 inches of medium-grained, brown 
dolanite at top •.•...••.•..•..••.•.•..••••.•. · ••..•.•••• 
19. Dolanito, buff to brown, fine to medium-grained,' heavy--
bedded; upper :3 feet contains abundant nodular, 
irregular, hackly, clear to gray chert masses. tens 
of dark brown, dense chert £eather-edge to 10 inches 
thick 1.5 feet above base •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
feet 
S.o 
5.0 
feet 
18. Shale, blue-gray, glauconi1iio, blocky, oontaining a 
:few fish teeth. The upper part; of this unit grades 
laterally into a gray, glauoonitio, silioeous dolomite................................................ l.as 
17. 
16. 
14. 
13. 
Shale, gray, silty, chippy, very glauconitic, pyritio. 
Up the west branch, 'this unit contains 2 lenses or 
gray siliceous dolanite about 4 inches thick ............ . 
Dolan1te, brown, fine to medium-grained, heavy--
bedded, locally cherty; locally a lens of gray 
shale occurs under1ihe upper bed •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dolanite, light gray, :fine-gra:!ned" earthy, glauconitic" 
slightlY porous ••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dolan1te, buff to brawn, fine-grained; oontaining lens 
of dark brom chert near· top ••• · ............................. . 
Shale, blue-gray, chippy" silty, dolomitio; thiokens 
laterally at the expense of the overlying dolani te 
and contains large masses of granular white to clear 
2.0 
1.0 
1.0 
chert ••••••••••••••••••••• ' •••••••••.••••••••••••••••• ••• • 0.7S to 1.7S 
12. 
n. 
10. 
Shale, gray to brown, blocky, silty, containing a few 
irregular nodules of granular chert mixed vlith 
caloite. This unit conta:ins several thin beds of 
dolanite and dark brown chert which pinch and swell ••••• 
Dolan1te, brown, medium to coarse-grained; lower 2 
feet argillaceous; top 1 foot coarser, resistant 
dolomite, stained by iron oxide, containing frag-
ments of cr:inoid stems, fish teeth, and brachiopods. 
This unit is locally capped by a lens of burf chert, 
containing small parlicles and vemlets of 'White 
chalcedonic chert •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Chert, dark brown, locally containing small particles 
and veinlets of' white chalcedonic chert) upper 
surface irregular •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
9, Dolcmite., brcmn, fine-grainedJ contajning local. 
nodules of dark brawn chert •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
8. Chert, clear" granular, irregular masses) containing 
calcite, marcasite, pyrite, sphalerite, etc. r 
appears bed-like but probably masses in brown, fine-
grained dolomite ••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••• 
7" Dolan1te, brown, fine-gra1ned, firm; oontainjng 
irregular masses of granular, chalcedonio chert •••••••• 
6. Chert, dark brawn, mottled, appears brecciated locally. 
It has a 1 inch layer of' brown, fine-grained dolanite 
on top and bottom •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5. Dolan1te, gray, fine-grainedJ contain:Jng pyrite crystals 
6.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.75 
0.5 
a:nd: chert nodules ••••• · ••••••••••••••••••• ·............... 0.7 
4. Shale, blue-gray, blocky, calcareous, silty, pyritic; 
containing an earthy dolomite lens 1 foot above base 
and a band of granular, chalcedom.c chert nodules 2 
feet above base. A brown, fine-grained dolomite lens 
is local1ypresent under the nodule band............... 3.5 
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feet 
3. Dolanite, brown, medium-grained" medium-bedded} looa.lly 
oontaining dark brown chert nodules ••••••••••••••••••• l.S to 2.0 
2. Shale, blue-gray, blocky, oalcareous, sUty; oontaining 
dolomite lenses and ooncretions....................... 0.7 
1. Dolanite, gray, fine-gramed, containing small veins 
and oonoretions of chaloedonio chart ••••••••••• exposed 0.3 
total thiokness exposed ••••••• 39.1 to 41.7 
SECTION EXPOSED AlONG A SMALL STREAM ON TH& lE FARIAND PROPERTY 
IN THE SE. i SW. ; BE. i SEC. 7, T. 84 N., R. 23 w. 
2. Drift. 
Mississippian syatan 
1. Dolanite, brawn to buff, fine to medium-grained, massive 
to heavy-bedded, occasional chert nodules and calcite 
concretions. Reorystallization along jOints forms 
veinS of dense, gray dolanite. These veins form dike-
like ridges on weathered surfaoe. The top portion has 
-neathered to a buff, flaggy rubble •••••••••••••••• exposed 
SECTION EXPOSED AlONG A SllA.LL TRIBUTARY TO THE SKUNK RIVER 
JUST ABOVE "SOPER'S MILL" 
IN THE S. t BE. i SEC. 6, T. 84 N., R. 23 w. 
23. Drift. 
:MiSsissippian system 
22. Shale, blue gray, blocky. The exposure is poor and 
feet 
\ 
feet 
exact relationship difi'ioult to determine.............. 1.S 
21. Dol.cmite, brown to buff, tine to medium-grained, 
earthy; containing muoh clear, backly, granular, 
py.r:i tic chert in irregular masses and nodules 'With 
inter.mixed calcite..................................... 1.5 
20. Dolomite .. buff, fine-grained, earthy; locally containing 
small masses and nodules of dark brown chert. The 
bottan 9 inches is dark brawn, dense chert............. 2.S 
19. Dolan! te, buff to brown" medium to fine-grained, 
laminated, massive J containing a few silioeous 
concretions............................................ 1.5 
18. Shale., blue-gray, blooky, pyritio; 4 inch bed of cherty" 
brown" dense dolomite 8 inches below top............... 3.0 
feet 
17. Do1an:ite, bu1'£" f'1ne-grained" earthy" with scattered 
calcite and siliceous concretions...................... 2.0 
16. Dolomite, brawn, fine-grained, with masses of dark brawn 
chert and calcite concretions J argillaceous locallYJ 
small shale parting 15 inches above base J two beds of 
dark brawn siliceous dolanite, one at base and other 
near top............................................... 4.0 
15. Shale, dark gray to brown, blocky} containing a few 
siliceous dolomite concretions; :3 mch bed of 
siliceous, bl'Olm dolanite at base and another near 
middle................................................. 2.0 
14. Dolomite, upper bed brown" f'ine-grained, locally 
siliceous} With occasional chert nodulesJ lower 
bed dark gray, medium-grained, firm.................... 2.25 
13. Shale, blue gray, blocky$ locally siliceous} containing 
a fert crystals of pyrite.................. •.••••• • •• •••••• 1.75 
12. Dolomite, brown, medium to coarse-grajned, clastiC" 
with a few chert nodules; containing crinoid stems, 
~nts at brachiopods, ~~d fish plates.............. 2.0 
11. Chert, buff' to brawn" dense, dolaniticJ locally 
containing small particles and vein1ets of white 
chalcedanio obert...................................... 0.75 
10. Dolomite, brown, fine-grained, earthy.................... 1.0 
9. Chert, clear to white, granular, irregular massesJ 
containing calcite, pyrite, sphalerite, etc., appears 
bOO-like but probably masses in brawn, fine-grained 
dolani.te •• ' • . ' ..................................... ., • • • • • • 2.7$ 
8. Chert,brcmn, dense, hard, bounded on top and bottan 
by 2.5 inches of dolomite •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
7. Shale, buf£ to gray, silty, blocky) containing a band 
or chert and dolcmite nodules 1.5 feet above base •••••• 
6. Dolomite, gray to brown, medium-grained" dirt;YJ upper 
> inches nodular, clastic, containing fish teeth, 
orinoids and·algae ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
>. Dolantte, bui'i", f'ine to medium-grained, earthy, slightly 
porous, containing nodules and lenticular masses of 
coarser" more calcareous dolanite that stand out on 
weathering. A discmtinuoua, dark brown chert bed 2 
feet above base ranges in thickness fran £eather-edge 
to S inches •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. Dolanite, brown; medium-grained, argillaceousJ weathers 
to give appearance of shale •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3. Dolomite, buff'" fino-~ed, argillaceous} containing a 
discontinuous chert bed 1.5 feet above base J masses of' 
calcite occur in and around chert zone ••••••••••••••••• 
2. Shale, blue gray, blocky, p~ticJ selenite crystals 
camnon along partingS} containing brachiopods and 
algae (?) •••••••••.•••••••.•..••.•.•••.•••••..••.•..••• 
1. Dolanite, gray, medium-grained, pyritic, argillaceous •••• 
•.••••••••.•.•..•.••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.••• exposed 
total thickness exposed ••••••• 
0.82 
3.0 
0.82 
1.0 
5.0 
0.5 
44.99 
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0J 
SlOOTION EXPOSED ON THE IEFl' BANK OF mE SKUNK RIVER" 
JUST BEIDW THE MOUTH OF BEAR CREEK 
IN THE NN. ! NE. i SE. i SEC. 6" T. 84 N., R. 23 w. 
2. Riveramd and silt. 
Mississippian system '\!{ 
1. Sandstone, light green, f:ine-grained" lIell-sorted, ' 
friable; containing a white, clw.lcedonic chert 
feet 
mass 1.5 feet thick capped by a dolomitic lens 
2 feet below top ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• exposed 5.0 
SECTION EXPOSED OU THE LEFl' BANK OF BEAR CREEK 
JUST ABOVE ITS MOUTH 
In THE NE. i NE. i SE. i SEC. 6, T. 84 N., R. 23 w. 
6. River sand. 
Mississippian system· . 
feet 
Sa Shale, blue-gray, blocl,:y, calcareous; ccntaining a few 
, calcite nodules......................................... 1.S 
4. Do1an1te, buff' to light brawn, fine-grained, laminated, 
containing abundant chert nodules....................... 0.66 
3. Shale, "gray" very silty, calcareous. This unit grades 
downward into a brown dolomite.......................... O.~ 
2. Do1anite, brawn" medium-grained, porous................... O.!) 
1. Dolanite, brawn, fine-grained; containing lenses and 
nodules of blue-white chalcedonic chert •••••••••• exposed 0.66 
total thickness exposed....... 3.82 
SEClION EXPOSED AIDNG A Sl!AIL TRIBUTARY TO BEAR CREEK 
nt THE NE. ~ m. i NE. i- SEC. 5, T. 84 N., R. 23 w. 
6. Drift. 
Mlssissippian system 
feet 
S. Do1an1te, buff" medi'Ulll-bedded; containing veins and 
nodules of calcite, weathers to a flaggy rubble......... 4.0 
4. Do1anite, gray to buff" fine-grained" dense; containing 
feneste1loid·bryozoa and brachiopods.................... 0.66 
3. Do1anite" buff, fine-grained, slightly argillaceous....... 2.0 
2. Do1an1te and shale, interbedded$ do1anite, buff, fine-
grainedJ shale, gray, fissile. This unit contains 
brachiopods and fenestelloid br.yozoa.................... 1.0 
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feet 
1. Dolomite, brcmnJ fine to medium-grained; oontaining 
scattered calcite mambs) containing recrystal.l.ized 
ja1nts ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• exposed 2.2S 
total thickness exposed....... 9.91 
SEnTION EXPOSED AlONG A SMALL STREW AND ITS TRIBUTARIES 
m '!'HE OENTER OF mE W. i sm. 5, T. 84 N.J R. 23 w. 
17. D:r:Lft. 
lttssissippian systan 
16. Do1anite, buff, fine to medium-grainedJ massive, 
feet 
slightly porous J bottan 4 feet fine-grained" resistant. 
Recrystallization is oanmon along joints................ 7.5 
15. Sandstone, llght green" well-sorted, olean, fine-grained, 
grains subrounded to subangular, conWnjng dolanite 
lenses, espeoially near top •• w.......................... 7.0 
14. Shale .. blue gray, blocky to ohippy, oalcareous, oontaining 
6 inches of' brown dolanite 2 feet below tap. Large, 
granular, chaloedonio chert masses are oamnan........... 4.5 
13. Dolanite, brown to gray, medium-grainedJ conta.1ning 
abundant, irregular nodules of' ohert that give it a 
brecciated appearance in places. It locally contains 
~units............................................. 2.S 
12. Dolanite, gray" f:ine-grained, glauconitic........ ••••••••• 1.0 
11. Shale, gray-green, ohippy, glauconitic; conWn 1ng 
do1anite lenses and grading upward into do1anite.. •••••• 1.25 
10. Doladte, gray to buff, .t'ine-gra.1ned, dense) oontaining 
cherty conoretions that tend to stand out on 
weathering.............................................. 1.0 
9. Shale, blue-gray, blocky" calcareousJ containing a thin, 
silioeous dolomite lens near middle and large, 
irregular masses of' chalcedonic chert scattered throughout.............................................. 2.0 
8. Dolanite .. brown, .fine-grained, lower part argUlaceous. 
This unit contains a brawn, dense chert bed near base 
and is siliceous toward top ••••••••••••••••••••• ~....... 4.0 
7. Shale .. gray, blocky, calcareous) containing 3 inches of' 
siliceous dolomite 1 foot above base.................... 2.2$ 
6. Do1anite, gray to bronn, medium-grained, arGillaceous, 
locally siliceous....................................... 2.5 
5. Shale, buff to gray, blocky, pyritio; do1antio near 
top. It oontains scattered chert nodules and a lens of 
medium-grained, brown dolomite near center........... ••• 3.5 
4. Dolomite, buff to bravm, medium-grained; lower 1.5 
.feet, buff, argillaceous, upper 1 foot, coarser-
gra:ined, clastic, resistant, containing fra~ents of 
crinoid stems and brachiopods. This unit is locally 
capped by a lens o:r buff chert, containing small 
particles and vein1ets o:r 'White chalcedonic chert •••••• 
3. Chert, brown, dense, locally containing small particles 
and veinlets of white chalcedonic chert, upper 
surface irregular •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. Dolan1te, brarm., fine-grained, with loca.l masses of 
chert •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1. Chert, white to light blue, granular, irregular masses} 
containing calCite, pyrite, etc. It appears to be in 
a fine-grained," brawn dolamite ••••••••••••••••• exposed 
total thickness exposed •••••• 
SECTION EXPOSED FOR ABOUT! UIIE ALONG A SMAIL TRIBUTARY 
TO BEAR CREEK IN THE 1m. t SEe A SEC. 32 A}ID m TEE 
sw. i 11«. ~ s:oo. 33, T. 85 H., R. 23 w. 
7. Dr::lft. 
Pemsylvan:tan system 
6. Sandstone, 'White to buft, tine-grained, mll-sorted, 
feet 
2.S 
0.75 
1.0 
1.0 
feet 
friableJ containing calcareous lenses.................. 1.S 
ltississippian system 
5. Dolan1te, buft, fine-grained, beav.y-bedded; containing 
scattered calcite concretions.......................... 6.0 
4. Dolanite, lidlt gray, tine-gra.:ined," dense; containing 
fenestelloid bryozoa, bracbiopods, and ayringoporid 
corals................................................. 1.0 
3. Dolcmite, brown, fine-grained" massive; containing 
calcite veinlets....................................... 2.0 
2. DolaIJite and shale, interbedded! dolomite, light gray, 
fine-grained; shale, brown" tissile. This unit 
contains fenestelloid bryozoa •••••••••••••••••••••••••• l.O to 1.5 
1. Dolanite, brown, medium to !'ine-grained, massive. 
Recrystallization along joints £orms veins o:r dense, 
gray dolomite. These veins tom dike-like ridges 
an weathered surface •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• exposed 7.S 
total thiokness exposed ••••• 19.0 to 19.5 
SECTION EXPOSED ALONG THE lEFT BANK OF BEAR CREEK 
III THE SEe i lIl. i SE. l' SEC. 32, T. 85 N., R. 23 w. 
6. Drift. 
Pennsylvanian system 
5. Sandstone~ buff to white, fine-grained, mll-sorted, 
grains subrounded to subangular, friable. It has 
feet 
an irregular, "conglaneratic" chert zone at base....... 10.1 
Mississippian systEm!. . 
4. Dolarlte, buff, £:ine-grained, medium-bedded; containing 
chert nodules in upper part............................ 7.3 
3. Doladte, gray, fine-grained, dense; containing 
i'enestelloid bryozoa................................... 0.8 
2. Dolan1te, buff, fine-grained, massive; containine 
scattered calcite rhombs............................... 1.5 
1. Dolomite and shale, interbedded; dolanite" gray, fine-
grained, calcareous; shale, brcmn, fissile; ccntaining 
fenestelloid bryozoa •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• exposed 0.7 
. total thickness exposed....... 20.4 
SECTION EXPOSED ON THE RIGIn' BANK OF BEAR CREEK 
IN THE 1m. t sw. ~ NE. ~ SElJ. 32, T. 8S n., R. 23 w. 
2. ])r1f't. 
:Mississippian system . 
1. Dolomite, buff, fine-grained, heavy-bedded} exposure 
feet 
poor and badly~athered ••••••••••••••••••••••••• exposed 3.4 
SECTION EXPOSED ALOlJG BEAR CREEK 
Dl THE SE. i SE. i 500. 29, AND w. t SEC. 28, T. 85 N., R. 23 w. 
6. Drift 
Pennsylvanian system 
S. Limestone, gray, medium-grained, porous; containing 
abundant pyrite crystals and calcite rhombs; bottan 
feet 
contaot gradational..................................... 1.5 
4. Shale, gray-green, blocky, very calcareoUS) containine 
limestone nodules, contain:1ng Pennsylva:aian 
conodonts............................................... 2.25 
-1.6-
feet 
3. IJmestOIle, light brown. to gray, fine-grained, dense, 
locally siliceous} bottom contact gradational........ ••• 0.75 
2. Sandstone, buff to ''illite, well-sorted" friable, cross-
bedding praninent lo~, grains rounded to subangularJ 
containing weJ.l,..cemented lenses. Locally it contains 
an iron-stained chert lens 1 foot thick near top........ 18.0 
JliSsissippian system 
1. Dolan1te, buff, fine-grained, with a few calcite 
concretions ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• exposed 1.5 
total thickness exposed........ 24.0 
EXPOSURE AIDliG BEAR CREEK 
m THE NE. i SEC. 28, T. 85 n., R. 23 w. 
5. britt. 
Pennsylvanian system 
h. Limestone, gray, medium-grained, porous, massive, 
conta.1n:ing abundant calcite rhambs and pyrite 
feet 
cr,ystalsJ gradational bottom contact................... 1.75 
3. Shale, gray..:green, blocky, very calcareous) containing 
limestone nodules...................................... 2.25 
2. Limestone, gray to liglrli brOVlIl, fine-grained, 
arenaceous} containing' a siliceous lens near center •••• 0.75 to 1.0 
1. sandstone, white to buf'f, fine-grained, well-sorted" 
friablo; grains subrounded to subangula.rJ loca.lly 
contadnjngwell-cemented lenses •••••••••••••••• exposed 9.5 
total thickness exposed ••••• 14.25 to 14.5 
SF.x::TION EXPOSED AIDNG BEAR CREEK 
n{ THE SW. ; SEC. 22, T. 85 N., R. 23 1I. 
feet 
5. Drift. 
:pennsylvanian system ' 
4. L:1.mestone, light gray, massive, medium-grained, poroUS} 
containing abundant pyrite crystals.................... 2.0 
3. Shale, green, chippy, very calcareous) containing lenses 
and nodules of limestone............................... 1.3 
2. Limestone, gray to light brown, f:ine-grained, dense, 
arenaceous, locally siliceous.......................... 0.6$ 
foot 
1. Sandstone" buff to white" fine-grained" mll-sorted, 
friable; cross-bedding present but not prominent; 
contajningwell-cemented lenses •••••••••••••••••• exposed 12.0 
total thickness exposed........ 15.95 
SECTION EXPOSED ON THE I.EF'l' BAliK OF THE SKUNK RIVER 
ON THE SOUTH SIDE OF TIm BIG BEND BEIDW STORY CITY 
Di THE NE • .; NE. i SE. i SEC. 13, T. 85 N., R. 24 w. 
feet 
2. River sand and sUt. 
Pennsylvanian system 
1. Shale, gray to black~ blocky, clayey, soapy, slightly 
calcareous} containing streaks of black carbonaceous 
shale, ironstone concretions abundant near top ••• exposed 3.75 
SECTIOU EXFOSED IN THE PIT OF THE BRICK Al>.1D TIrE PrANI' 
AT THE VI.cST EDGE OF NEVADA, IOWA, AroNO !HE RIGHT BANK OF 
'WEST nmIAN CREEK nt THE sri. 11 SE. i SEC. 1, T. 83 N., R. 23 w. 
9. Drift. 
Pennsylvanian system 
8. Shale" yellow and/or gray or purple; massive. This urdt 
grades up into till and may const! tute part of the 
feet 
till................................................... 2.0 
7. Shale, laminated gray, green" red" and purple. 
arg:illaceous and mioaoeous; beccmes increasingly red 
at top; calcareous nodules in lowest 2 feet; locally 
hematite nodules with diameters up to 2 inohes......... 10.0 
6. Shale, dark gray, argUlaceous, soapy" fissileJ 
fossil (?) impressions that may be olay or limonite 
pellets; oontaining peleoypod (Uytiola ?), gastropod 
(Bellerophon' ?) and brachiopod (Lingula) in top 1 foot.................................................. 3.0 
5. Shale, carbonaceous, massive, lQcally even appears 
coaly, weathers into thin plateS) abtmdant nodules 
and lenses of phosphateJ plant remains scarce; 
locally fiberous caloite and phosphate (?) at top.. .... 0.6 
4. Shale, gray, argi.,llaceous, slightly pyritio and 
limonitio" weathers into angular blocks} laminae 
notseenJ becomes carbonaceous toward top.............. 2.4 
-47-
3. Shale, predaninantly ~ay, but with local areas of 
purple, maroon, etc.; containing small amounts of 
mica and silt; massive, nodular, slickensided, 
feet 
weathers to angular blocks............................. 11.5 
2. Shale, maroon, massive, nodular, micaceous, sutYI 
containine small, gray or purple masses throughout; 
contact gradational to unit above...................... 6.6 
1. Shale, poorly exposed at base or pit, but probably 
shale that is similar to unit directly above .... ex:posed 3.0 
total thickness exposed....... 39.1 
